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MaterialNet is aimed at manufacturer handling raw material dispatch to workshop. It is simply a purchase, receiving & dispatch system oversee by
the BOM modules.

Core Value – Stock Keeper may use the BOM (Bills of Material) modules to control the dispatch of any parts. Production Officer can simply review
the raw material status before converting the BOM to dispatch, so that it can easily issue the warehouse a pick list for every parts prepared for
production. Without the knowledge of the inventory level of each parts before production could jeopardize the delivery. Especially we are talking about
JIT (just in time) production concept.

Purchasing Officer may use the Re-Order modules to trigger a re-order easily. Not to mention the saving on

the parts and raw material wastage.

Difficulties with conventional book keeping method – normally a manufacturer warehouse uses log book to maintain the inventory of the
parts, accessories, trims and raw material inside their warehouse. This method is fine for general purpose but it’s hard to oversee a large number of
parts and its full picture. Meantime, this method creates a lot of mistake due to human error and precision of the quantity. Thus leading to an incorrect
inventory level of the warehouse items. Somehow an incorrect inventory level will misleading the management to give a wrong decision on purchasing
or production planning.

MaterialNet is definitely a solution – it provides a real time inventory level of each item. Status report of any end product by the quantity of all
parts required to produce it. An inventory level check list will monitor whether the parts is good enough to cover an end product. Stock-in and
stock-out activity report on each item groups. Pending report to show outstanding deliveries of parts from your vendors. Re-Order modules to help
purchasing department to determine re-order level and prevent over-booking of parts.

Unique Features – Convert BOM to dispatch and Purchase. BOM detail sheet with total value to control the production cost of end products.
Re-order modules provide a list of all items in the warehouse and their inventory level. Purchasing department can use it to easily determine and
convert a group of re-order to the vendor. A cost comparison report group by all parts to help management reduce parts purchasing cost.

